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From Vestal Virgin to Bride of Christ:
Elements of a Roman Cult in Early
Christian Asceticism

Ariel E. Bybee

Many histories of Christian asceticism concern themselves with
the Middle Eastern origins of the movement. Henry Chadwick and
other historians of early Christianity attribute the movement's
beginning to Judaism.' Centuries before the birth of Jesus Christ,
religious cults departed into the desert to form communities. Jewish
fringe groups such as the Essenes in Israel and the Therapeutae in
Egypt sought a closer relationship with divinity through the strict,
religious practice of celibacy and communal living in the wilderness.
Hermits wandered the desert, living on wild plants and honey, hoping to find spiritual communion with God through the denial of all
physical appetites. The ascetic practices of these zealous Jewish
believers were later echoed in the religious patterns and institutions
of Christianity. Often unrecognized, however, are the precedents
set by the pagan cults of Rome that influenced d1e evolving
Christian ideology.
Asceticism was not unknown in pagan Rome, especially among
the philosophers. For example, Plotinus, one of the most famous of
the second century A.D. Neo-Platonists, lived a rigorously ascetic
life, rejecting marriage, eating as litde as possible, and seeming to be
ashamed of his body. 2 Also, d1e Salian priests, d1e cult of d1e Magn.a
Mater, the Seven of ilie Banquets, d1e cult of Bona Dea, and the
Fifteen in charge of ilie Sibylline Books were among d1e Roman
religious institutions and priesd1oods whose responsibilities and
societies later influenced Christian ascetic practices. 3
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One of the most fascinating and influential of all these Roman
priesthoods was the cult of d1e goddess Vesta. Vesta, the Roman
goddess of the heard1, was served by six virgins whose duty was to
maintain d1e sacred flame d1at served as the cult statue within her
temple. The institution of the priesd1ood was attributed to Numa
Pompilius, d1e religious second Icing of Rome, who purportedly
lived in the sevend1 century B.C. It continued to be one of d1e most
prominent cults throughout d1e duration of the empire. 4 The cult
of Vesta was one of d1e only full-time priesd1oods in Rome. The
Vestal Temple and the virgins who lived there were maintained by
public funds. 5
Commonly overlooked are the many sinlllarities of the Vestal
Virgins to early Christian ascetic women. As a prominent and
enduring institution within the Roman Empire, dlls cult helped to
pave the way within Roman society for d1e practice of female
Christian virginity. This fact, however, has been obscured due to a
difficult historiographical problem. Criteria for a comparison of
this type must be divided into two categories. One set of criteria for
a comparison are the concrete and visible, d1e most easily recognized characteristics lying in such categories as the appearance,
communal structure, legal rights, and privileges of ilie different
women. The second group of criteria is more abstract and difficult
to identify as it deals more with ilie ideological similarities that surround these women and give them identity in their respective
worlds. Existing sinlllarities, or a lack of d1em, are usually readily
identifiable when evidence is examined for d1e first type of characteristics. However, too often d1e mistake is made of ending comparison at tlus point. Many times, only by sorting ilirough tl1e more
complex categories of cultural ideology-such as gender-can we
find ilie underlying and often more important patterns which we
seek. Using dus second category facilitates a deeper understanding
of the cultural structures of Rome, as well as of human nature in
general.
The Vestals and ilie first Christian virgins of Rome have often
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been compared under the set of more physical criteria and been
found lacking in similarities worth writing about. The Vestals were
a very small and exclusive group of aristocratic women who were
either forced into the order by their parents or drawn in by losing
the lottery of the Pontifex Maximus. 6 Nevertheless, they had great
freedoms and lived and were entertained as most aristocratic
Romans. Christian virgins came to be nwnbered into the thousands
and volunteered out of all classes of society, often against parental
wishes, to be "eunuchs for the love of heaven." 7 Many of them
lived in total isolation, devoting all time to prayer and fasting. In
dress, community, religious practice, status, and legal rights they also
seem to be at odds with each other in many cases. Yet such a superficial evaluation fails to expose the solid core of Roman ideology
which held these two groups of women in almost identical positions within their societies.
The Vestals and the Christian virgins were tangibly different,
but conceptually very similar. The purpose of this paper is to identify and discuss those social constructs and conceptions about the
Vestal cult and fourth-century A.D. Christian virginity that unify
them ideologically: their purposes for celibacy, its results, and their
status and situation in Roman society. In the process of doing so,
several of the readily "visible" criteria will be discussed and many
parallels that are superficially unclear between them will be exposed.
The vital role the Vestal Virgins played in preparing Roman society
to receive Christian virgins will become clear.

The Politics of Celibacy
The predominant and defllling characteristic of both the
Vestals and the later Christian virgins is celibacy. Sexual abstinence
is the basis of all that set them apart from other women. In Roman
society, womanhood was defined solely in terms of marriage and
reproduction. A daughter was born to be married and reproduce to
continue the family line and secure property and alliances. For a
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woman to be anything else would leave her a social anomaly. 8 As
women living in tlus society, albeit at different time periods, botl1
tl1e Vestals and Christian virgins had to be defined in these terms.
A careful examination reveals how similar the two institutions were
witllin the Roman m.ind despite their tangible differences.
Vesta, or Hestia in Greek mytl1ology, was the goddess of the
hearth and its fire, as well as the patron deity of all household activities. As she spurned the amorous advances of Neptune and Apollo
and chose to remain virginal, she was also honored as a goddess of
chastity and virtue. When Numa Pompilius established tl1e Cult of
Vesta, he chose four young women to serve as priestesses. 9 In order
to be wortl1y for service to the virgin goddess, it was mandatory
tl1at they were celibate, unde@ed by sexual relations, and witl10ut
speech or hearing defect or any otl1er bodily imperfection. 10 They
served for a term of at least tllirty years, allowing them ten years to
learn their responsibilities, ten years to perform what they had
learned, and ten to teach others tl1eir duties. u
For Christian virgins, life-long celibacy was neitl1er compulsory
nor institutionalized as it had been for tl1e Vestals. Virginity as a religious practice first appeared in the young Christian church as the
members interpreted the admonition of Paul in Corintluans as an
exhortation of tl1e practice: "It is good for a man not to touch a
woman ... For I would that all men were even as myself... It is good
for tl1em if they abide even as I. But if they cannot contain, let
them marry" (1 Cor. 7:1, 7-9). Celibacy rose in popularity for several centuries, and virgitlity became a standard institution witlun tl1e
church by the time of Constantine, much as the cult of Vesta was
witlun tl1e Roman state. 12 However, the ascetic practice of virgituty
was largely disorganized and generally practiced on an individual
basis. Altl1ough local congregations had begun to band together
under tl1e ideal of worldly renunciation and suppression of the
flesh, tl1ey still lacked the common rule, dress, and purse tl1at would
characterize later c01nmunities.
Yet with the rapid expansion of the church in the third centu-
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ry, a double ethical standard became more pronounced which made
the celibate lifestyle increasingly popular. It was acceptable for average Christians to marry but preferable to remain chaste and celibate,
as those who sacrificed more for Christ would surely receive the
greater reward. 13 The Church Fathers were largely responsible for
tlus doctrine. "Those who decide to marry . .. must of necessity
confess that they are inferior to virgins," wrote Ambrose. 14
Augustine also perpetuated tlus idea in IUs treatise On the Good of
Widotvhood, where he praised tl1e young Roman girl Denlitrias for
choosing to dedicate her life to virginity. He extols her above her
own motl1er, Juliana. "[She], coming after you in birtl1, has gone
before you in conduct; descended from you in lineage has risen
above you in honor; following you in age has gone before you in
holiness .. . spiritually enriched in a lugher degree tl1an yourself,
since, even witl1 tlus augmentation, you are inferior to her." 15 Thus,
tl1e new ideology was tl1at to be of the holier part of the church, it
was implicit that a girl dedicate her life to chastity and virginity. As
tl1e Vestal Virgins, who had to be more pure tl1an otl1ers to serve
their deity, the virginal Christian woman became more pure and
holy tl1an those married armmd her. They were tl1e earthly counterpart of the angels, more worthy to serve her god on earth and to
aclueve the first rank of Ius heaven in deatl1. As women flocked to
take vows of celibacy, virgituty became not only a sexual status but
an important institution witllin Christian society, eventually becoming as central to tl1e church as tl1e Vestal Virgins had been within
tl1e civic religion of the Roman state.
The virginity of both tl1e Vestals and many Christians women
was seen as a personal sacrifice made for the good of d1e entire
commututy in wluch tl1ey lived. The Vestal Virgit1s were chosen for
the priesthood between the ages of six and ten and tl1en served for
at least thirty years. Although tl1ey were free to marry once d1eir
service had ended, Plutarch states that only a few took tlus opportunity, and tl1ose who did were less than successful. "But rather
because they were afflicted by regret and depression for tl1e rest of
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their lives they inspired pious reverence in the others, so that they
remained constant in their virginity until old age and death." 16 The
service of the Vestal Virgins stipulated absolute celibacy between
the ages of ten and forty-the entirety of her reproductive years.
In essence, the Vestals sacrificed their fertility for the benefit of the
community. The welfare of the state of Rome was dependent upon
the maintenance of the sacred flame of Vesta and the rituals associated with her cult. In order to guarantee continual prosperity and
stability, they personally forsook their reproductive powers and
channeled these energies into the constant regeneration of the
Ro1nan state. 17
As the Vestal Virgins who inspired "pious reverence" in others,
the Christian virgins also merited honor in their celibacy. Virginity
was seen as a self-inflicted martyrdom. The carnal desires were suppressed, pleasure and reproduction were sacrificed, and, therefore,
the physical body was, in a ma1mer, killed for the cause of spirituality. The spiritual power thought to be achieved through a life of
chastity was similar to the powers which martyrs obtained for the
giving of their lives. "For virginity is not praiseworthy because it is
found in martyrs, but because itself makes martyrs," Ambrose
explained. 18 Just as martyrs could use their powers to benefit others
in the Christian community, virgins could also bring public benefit.
By renouncing d1eir personal potential for fertility, they were seen
as symbols that could bring fruitfulness or prosperity to the community at large. Often the virgin is referred to by d1e Church
Fathers as being a garden or a fountain or as other images of fertility.19Just as that of the Vestal Virgins, d1e reproductive powers of
Christian virgins were channeled in a public direction to regenerate
the community and renew d1e church.20
Lives of Privilege
Tlus fertility, a uniquely feminine characteristic, resulted in a
great deal of power and many privileges for bod1 d1ose taken into
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the cult of Vesta and Christian women who chose the celibate life.
When the Vestal Virgins went outside, they were preceded by lictors
with faces. 21 The lictor was a symbol of sacred power; only certain
magistrates had right to its company. Most priests and tribunes traveled without this emblem. A Vestal Virgin was immediately identifiable on the streets as no other women in Rome had this privilege. 22
Other rights set them apart from the other women of their day as
well. All Roman women, despite their age, remained under male
guardianship "because of their levity of mind" with exception only
to the Vestal Virgins, who were free from that male authority. 23
Although women were generally prohibited from athletic displays
and matches in the theater, Augustus himself assigned them
reserved seats facing the tribunal of the praetor, who presided over
the games. 24 They had the right to make a will during their father's
lifetime and to conduct their own business affairs. 25 Although regular women were excluded from the Roman court system, a Vestal
Virgin had the right to appear in court and serve as an instrument
in a Senate investigation. 26
Likewise, Christian virgins enjoyed privileges which exceeded
those of the regular women of their day. In the fourth century A.D.,
the emperor Constantine repealed the imperial legislation which
had granted extra privileges for those who married. He allowed
unmarried women to draw up a will before reaching adulthood, just
as the Vestal Virgins had. 27 The old "patriarchal power" of the
Roman imperial period had virtually dissolved by this time. Virgins
were free to exercise control over their income and could increasingly handle legal matters without the mediation of a guardian. 28
Free from the responsibilities of marriage and motherhood, they
also had a wealth of time in which they could educate themselves.
Some virgins became renowned as intellectuals, such as Anonyma
of Alexandria, who was "famous on account of her wealth, her origins, and her education." 29 Melania the Younger, another celebrated
virgin, made several pilgrimages, traveled widely preaching the
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Gospel, and was so respected and trusted in her celibacy as to be
admitted by the male monks into their monasteries-a privilege
never extended to regular women. 30

Creating Ambiguity
The extraordinary rights allowed to the Vestal Virgins and later
to their Christian sisters are accounted for by the ambiguous position they both held within their societal structures. Mary Beard
wrote the authoritative work on the stance of the Vestal Virgins in
Roman society as she addressed the classic debate over the origins
of the Vestal priesthood. Were the ftrst Vestal Virgins daughters of
the kings or their wives? In searching for a deftnite role in which to
classify the Vestals, she concluded that they fit into none of the natural categories existing in Roman society. They seemed to be daughters as they were always virgins and plural. Yet they resisted simple
classification. Their dress was the sto/a, a wide band of color sewn
onto the tunic indicating that the wearer was a matron. They wore
their hair in the sex cn·nes or "six curls," the traditional style of brides
on their wedding days. The Vestals were overseen by a Pontifex
Maximus who in some ways acted as a husband or father ftgure
among his wives. In other words, they were neither daughters nor
matrons but both in some ambiguous way. 3 1
Perhaps more importantly, tl1e Vestal Virgins not only crossed
categorical lines witlun their own gender but also entered into the
opposite one. The unusual privileges wluch tl1ey enjoyed-a lictor
to precede them, seats witl1 the senators at games, and the right to
testify in court, among others-generally belonged to aristocratic
Roman men. Why was tlus group of women allowed so many male
freedoms? Beard later explains that tl1e Virgins were categorically
men as much as they were daughters and matrons. 32 The order of
the Vestal Virgins was created by a man and held in place witlU.n
society tluough male itutiative and interest. These young women
were taken into tl1e order before reaclU.ng puberty and tl1en, under
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the restriction of celibacy, never achieved sexual maturity. Rather,
they were held in a unisexual, undeveloped state-a female variety
of social eunuchism. Deborah Sawyer suggests that only in this circutnstance, as "de-sexed" creatures, are they safe for men to grant
power and privileges to. 33 As the legal privileges enjoyed by the
Vestals do not nearly add up to those enjoyed by Roman men, tlus
argument seems valid. They do not exist as pseudo-males or
females but outside of all Roman gender categories. They existed
instead witllin one that was uniquely tl1eir own-a male-created
gender defined by de-sexualization. Dwelling within tlus state of
neither traditional womanhood nor manhood, ilie Vestal Virgins
were set apart and transformed into beings capable of giving tl1e
energy and fertility of their lives to tl1e essence of tl1e Roman state,
and as such merited privileges and freedoms known by few.
Like tl1e Vestal Virgins, tl1e Christian ascetics achieved ilieir
power and privilege by not fitting into categorical norms. These
women asserted autonomy and self-control by purposely not fitting
into traditional gender roles through making vows of celibacy as the
Virgins had. In rejecting marriage, they rejected those paradigms
wluch defined them in Roman society. Marriage was seen as a social,
familial, and legal necessity in late-imperial Rome-a daughter's
very reason for existence was to marry and have children, so as to
assure tl1e preservation of private property.
Also in existence in Late Antiquity were classic stereotypes for
male and female behavior and characteristics. Women were seen as
carnal willie men were primarily spiritual. Men were considered holy
when tl1ey exlubited male characteristics of power and spirituality.
Their sanctity emerged from tl1eir natural masculituty. Thus, women
who aspired to be holy had to renounce tl1ose tllings wluch made
them women, or in otl1er words, reject or transcend ilieir gender.
For a woman to take her sexual destiny into her own hands was
to make an assertion of independence wluch was considered to be
the prerogative of men alone. 34 In going against society and often
her fanlliy by declaring celibacy, she was seen as having passed the
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boundaries of her own sex d11"ough her forceful and aggressive
decision, entering into d1e mle of d1e opposite. The Chillch Fad1ers
praised the masculinity of dus decision. Jewme said, ''As long as
woman is for birth and children, she is different from men as body
is fwm soul. But if she wishes to serve Christ more than the world,
then she will cease to be a woman and will be called man." 35
Gregory of Nazianzus praised the masculine soul of his widowed
mother. 36 Ambrose wrote: "She who believes progresses to cotnplete manhood ... She then does wid1out worldly name, gender of
body, youthful seductiveness, and garrulousness of old age.m7
JoAnn McNamara points out that at d1e turn of d1e tlilld century,
" .. . African chillches were afire witl1 the question of whetl1er or
not virgins were still wotnen." 38
As in d1e case of tl1e Vestal Virgins, the Christian virgins only
gained respect and privilege tltrough womanhood. Women were
seen as being "in transition" towards a "transcendence of femaleness."39 However, as much as the Church Fatl1ers encoillaged a masculinity of spirit, tl1ey were not recommended to actual physical
manhood. Jemme and Chrysostom decried feminine clotlling, jewelry, and cosmetics, but tl1ey did not wish for women to become
men in appearance. 40 Rather, they advocated de-sexualization
thwugh a neutralization of femitline features. Many women, upon
tl1eir conversions to Christiatuty, had been cutting off their hair and
adopting male dress, but these masculitusing practices were
fwwned on by Jewme and Tertullian. In 340, the Council of
Gangra it1 Paphlagotua met to firmly check tl1ese tendencies.4 1
Thus, Christian virgins, who witl1 dressed in clothing ambiguous to eitl1er gender, physically remained women but possessed
masculit1e souls. Where the Vestals were dressed so as to create tlus
ambiguity in tl1eir social position witlill1 their own gender, tl1e
Cl11"istian virgins were attired to create equivocacy between both
genders. Both had the same result: a new category witlill1 their societies defined by de-sexualization.
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Accompanying Consequences
This hybrid gender construct was, as has been shown, extremely complex and difficult to create. Its very existence was a disturbance to normal social patterns. Membership came only with significant sacrifice but won great status and privilege. However, if a
Vestal Virgin or a Christian ascetic renounced her vow to celibacy,
the punishments for the loss of virginity were severe.
In Rome the adultery of a woman was not tolerated. For the
first several hundred years of government, the husband had a legal
right to kill his adulterous wife. Augustan legislation later forbade
this, but permitted a husband to kill the lover if caught in his house
or if he was of a lower class. Augustus made adultery a crime punishable by exile not only on request of the husband but by any citizen of Rome. The powers of a woman's father were more extensive in this case, however. He could kill his daughter and her lover
regardless of his social standing with the condition that he kill both
of them and not just one or the other. 42
For a Vestal Virgin, the consequences of lost chastity were even
higher. As an amorphous mixture of societal categories which
included some characteristics of a wife, she was subject to adultery
laws. But as a consecrated priestess in the service of Vesta, her virginity was vital to the well-being of Rome; her sexual transgression
was an infidelity to the Roman state, a form of high treason. Rather
than being quickly murdered by an enraged spouse or fad1er, a
seduced Virgin was buried alive. The Vestal was placed on a litter,
bound down wid1 straps, and covered so her voice could not be
heard. She was carried that way d1rough d1e Forum to the Colline
Gate. A room had been dug underground and prepared there for
her, and she, wid1 her face veiled, descended down into it as d1e
chief priest intoned certain secret prayers to d1e gods. Finally, rl1e
entrance to rl1e room was buried and she was left to starve to dead1
underground where no one could hear her screaming and wailing.
Plutarch records d1at there is no day more distasteful for the
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people of Rome than that of such an execution. 43 Although this
grand execution ceremony is painstakingly recorded by several
Roman historians, the histories record no more than two cases of
Vestal Virgins who were ever actually entombed alive. 44
For the Christian virgins, the consequences of lost chastity
were serious as well. They were subject to Augustan law and its punishments, but since they were not legally married, did not qualify as
adulteresses in the case of lost virginity in secular courts. However,
the fall of a virgin was considered adultery within the church. 45
St. Matthew recorded the words of Jesus Christ taking a hard position against adultery in his gospel. "Thou shalt not commit adultery.
But I say unto you, That whosoever looketh on a woman to lust
after her had1 committed adultery wid1 her already in his heart"
(Iviatt. 5:27-28). A virgin was a "spouse of Christ and a holy vessel
dedicated to rl1e Lord." For her to betray her Husband was the
gravest and worst of sins! 6 The church itself had no power to inflict
capital punishment. Its course of action for adultery was excommunication, perhaps a more terrifying prospect for a faid1ful
Christian woman. Disfellowshipped from among Christ's followers
on earth and denied d1e sacraments and ordinances of ilie church,
only endless torment awaited her after she died. Her crime was so
severe that repentance was impossible. 47
Both d1e Vestal Virgins and ilieir Christian sisters paid the
utmost price which d1eir controlling bodies could extract for the
loss of their virginity. They had bod1, in rl1eir respective manners,
asserted an independence and received, at rl1e hands of men, some
power and privileges by leaving womanhood behind. When they
made the choice to leave d1eir de-sexed state and return to d1e traditional female role of reproducer, they violated the trust of those
who had given rl1em their rights and rl1e conditions upon which
their rights were given. Therefore, they were punished to the greatest extent possible, often suffering more than an average woman
would have for rl1e same transgression.
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Conclusion
Vestal Virgins and Christian virgins have much more in common than has been previously recognized. Through examining the
implications of celibacy in Rome and the Christian church, a thread
of common ideology is found which brings the Vestals and
Christians into a close proximity. Although the origins of their virginity differ, d1e meanings given to their celibacy were essentially
the same. Being women, they possessed a fertile capacity which, as
virgins, d1ey channeled into the renewal and regeneration of d1eir
respective communities. Wid1 an inherent power of life within d1em
d1at they sacrificed for the good of d1e state, d1ey received many
rights and privileges generally given only to men. These concessions
came to them only after d1ey had de-sexed d1emselves dtrough
vows of celibacy, not necessarily becoming males but transcending
womanhood and d1e frailties it was commonly held to embody. In
doing so, they created a new gender category widlin Roman society and d1e Cltristian church. However, once a virgin had crossed
into dus new classification there were d1e stiffest possible penalties
for leaving it-alive entombment or spiritual damnation.
It is clear d1at d1ese Vestals and Christians occupied the same
ambiguous position within their respective societies. These
strikingly-sinlliar factors, as well as cltronology, suggest d1at the
Order of Virgins was not an innovation on d1e part of Christianity
but rather a continuance of a Roman tradition. The institutionalization of virginity widlin the church at the beginning of d1e fourd1
century was merely an adaptation of a Roman pattern of organization wluch had already been in existence for nearly eight hundred
years. Over d1e course of time, d1e Vestal cult had created a role
widun Roman society in wluch unmarried women could be accepted as a legitimate and contributing part of d1e state. The Christian
virgins slipped into a category widun d1eir society wluch had already
been defined by d1eir pagan sisters, a category in wluch celibacy
brought ambiguity, privilege, power, and extreme putlishment.
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The incorporation of this Roman element into the church
structure is only a small part of a larger, well-documented
Romanization of Christianity. 48 Although the church decried pagan
cults, many of their ideas would be incorporated into the Christian
church in the centuries that succeeded the dead1. of Christ. The cult
of Vesta was merely one of the many Roman elements which
would affect the dogma, although perhaps d1.eir legacy is one of the
greatest and most long-standing. Their virgin sisters still in existence today widl.in the walls of convents retain much of a role
defined thousands of years ago by women who dedicated d1eir lives
to preserving d1e sacred flame of Vesta and d1e welfare of the
Roman state.
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